In 1904, over forty years after she wrote the “Battle Hymn,” Julia Ward Howe sent Bishop McCabe an autographed copy of her famous song. In an accompanying note, she apologized for not sending it earlier, as “promised to you years ago.” In wavering script that betrayed her age, Mrs. Howe hoped “that the old adage ‘Better late than never’” would serve her at that time.41 In a letter to Mrs. Howe, McCabe boasted that “I have sung it a thousand times . . . and shall continue to sing it as long as I live. No hymn has ever stirred the nation’s heart like ‘The Battle Hymn of the Republic.’”42

On December 11, 1906, while returning from a lecture and fundraising tour of western Connecticut and New York City, McCabe suffered a stroke and was taken to a New York City hospital. Doctors had warned him that the pace of his work endangered his health, but he continued to accept any “invitation where the need seemed urgent.” The day before his attack, McCabe had worked to raise $10,000 to pay off the mortgage of a church in Torrington, Connecticut. That night, forty-two years after he began, Chaplain McCabe delivered “The Bright Side of Life in Libby Prison” for the last time. McCabe seemed to sense his vulnerability, for in a letter just days before his stroke, he wrote: “I am still strong and vigorous, but sometimes men break down suddenly.”43

Bishop McCabe’s wife, traveled from their home in Philadelphia to be at his side, but Bishop McCabe soon lapsed into unconsciousness. McCabe died quietly a few days later, on December 19, 1906. As he had prophesied to a family friend, “I will soon have a long rest, sudden death would be sudden glory.”44

Although McCabe rose to the office of both Methodist bishop and chancellor of the The American University, most of his friends and admirers continued to call him “Chaplain” McCabe. Many were indeed relieved to see that high office had done nothing to temper his infectious enthusiasm and above all else, his love for singing. The intensity of this affection shone through at his funeral, when the entire audience rose, not unlike the inmates at Libby Prison, to join with the soloist in singing the well-known chorus of the “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” For the “Singing Chaplain,” the man who sang for presidents and Confederate guards alike, nothing could have been more fitting.45
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on to say, “With such a statement, in reference to such a book, there can be no doubt, that Wesley, like his father before him, was a millennialian, a believer in the second advent of Christ, to reign on earth, visibly and gloriously, for a thousand years.”

What Wesley actually wrote about Hartley’s book is a study in itself. He said, “Your book on the millennium was lately put into my hands. I cannot but thank you for your strong and reasonable confirmation of that comfortable doctrine; of which I cannot entertain the least doubt, as long as I believe the Bible.” One might reasonably ask if Wesley meant to support Hartley’s views on the millennium, or if Wesley meant to support Hartley’s views on premillennialism. Luke Tyerman believed that Wesley here gave his support to the premillennial position, and argued at length for this interpretation of Wesley’s comment. The matter might have ended there, but within a few years premillennial adherents in America picked up on Tyerman’s arguments and made lengthy and emotional pleas of their own that John Wesley was a premillennialist.

The evidence suggests that the first American from this period to argue that John Wesley held the premillennial position was Nathaniel West, a Presbyterian minister from Ohio, and one of the leaders in the new premillennial revival. He presented a ninety-one page address on the “History of the Pre-Millennial Doctrine” at the first prophecy conference, held in New York City in 1878, and argued strongly that Wesley was a premillennialist. In fact, West claimed that Fletcher and Coke, along with Wesley, were premillennialists, and to support his contention for Wesley he cited Luke Tyerman. In so doing, West set the pace for premillennialists over the next fifty years, for invariably when long lists of premillennialists were assembled, several Methodists were usually included, especially John Wesley.

It should have been expected that such a conference, and such statements about John Wesley, would draw fire from many quarters, nor did it help matters any that six Methodist ministers signed the “call” for the conference, and Methodist Professor Henry Lummis read a paper during one of the sessions. The conference met for three days, October 30 through November 1, 1878, and within a short time Methodist rebuttles appeared. Beginning on November 28, 1878, Daniel Steele published an eight-part series, “The Prophetic Conference,” in Zion’s Herald, a Boston based Methodist periodical in which he answered the claims of the papers presented in New York. His first article nailed the issue of Methodist participation. In scathing tones Steele showed why Methodists would not “sit down and waste time speculating upon the future.” Professor Henry Lummis replied to Steele, and appealed to Wesley. He wrote,

What may appear stranger than all to a reader of the Herald, John Wesley himself was a premillennialist, and in his notes on the book of Revelation avowedly followed that eminent premillennialist, Bengel. It will thus appear that the Prophetic Conference has authority equal to the best for its system of interpretation.

Charles Munger, a Methodist minister from Maine, published an article in Zion’s Herald which later was published as a pamphlet, and which, still later, Daniel Steele included as an appendix for the third edition of his book, A Substitute for Holiness. Entitled, “Was Wesley a Premillennialist?,” Munger’s article argued forcefully that “Tyerman was wrong” in presenting John Wesley as a premillennialist, and then presented two and one-half pages of argument to show the difference between modern premillennialism and Wesley. Munger ended the article with a brief synopsis of church history, in which he attempted to show that, while premillennialism has reared its head now and again, “Of the historians who lived in either of the first five centuries, not one has yet been found who even intimates that premillennialism was ever the faith of the primitive church.

In 1888 Methodist evangelist L. W. Munhall published The Lord’s Return and Kindred Truth, a popular volume which went through at least eleven editions. Munhall, an early Methodist advocate of popular premillennialism, and one of the few Methodists who became active in the prophecy conference movement, argued strongly that John Wesley espoused the premillennial view. In fact, Munhall also added George Whitefield, Charles Wesley, John Fletcher and Thomas Coke to his list of Methodist premillennialists. Unlike West, however, Munhall based his argument for Wesley completely upon excerpts from Wesley’s Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament. He referred to Charles Wesley as the “Millennial Poet,” and based his claim for John Fletcher on Tyerman’s Life of Fletcher.

In 1894 Nathaniel West published John Wesley and Premillennialism, a booklet which has gone through several editions, the latest under the title, John Wesley, Premillennialist. West argued at great length to prove
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on to say, "With such a statement, in reference to such a book, there can be no doubt, that Wesley, like his father before him, was a millennialist, a believer in the second advent of Christ, to reign on earth, visibly and gloriously, for a thousand years."\(^3\)

What Wesley actually wrote about Hartley's book is a study in itself. He said, "Your book on the millennium was lately put into my hands. I cannot but thank you for your strong and reasonable confirmation of that comfortable doctrine; of which I cannot entertain the least doubt, as long as I believe the Bible."\(^4\) One might reasonably ask if Wesley meant to support Hartley's views on the millennium, or if Wesley meant to support Hartley's views on premillennialism. Luke Tyerman believed that Wesley here gave his support to the premillennial position, and argued at length for this interpretation of Wesley's comment. The matter might have ended there, but within a few years premillennial adherents in America picked up on Tyerman's arguments and made lengthy and emotional pleas of their own that John Wesley was a premillennialist.

The evidence suggests that the first American from this period to argue that John Wesley held the premillennial position was Nathaniel West, a Presbyterian minister from Ohio, and one of the leaders in the new premillennial revival. He presented a ninety-one page address on the "History of the Pre-Millennial Doctrine" at the first prophecy conference, held in New York City in 1878, and argued strongly that Wesley was a premillennialist. In fact, West claimed that Fletcher and Coke, along with Wesley, were premillennialists, and to support his contention for Wesley he cited Luke Tyerman.\(^5\) In so doing, West set the pace for premillennialists over the next fifty years, for invariably when long lists of premillennialists were assembled, several Methodists were usually included, especially John Wesley.

It should have been expected that such a conference, and such statements about John Wesley, would draw fire from many quarters, nor did it help matters any that six Methodist ministers signed the "call" for the conference, and Methodist Professor Henry Lumnis read a paper during one of the sessions. The conference met for three days, October 30 through November 1, 1878, and within a short time Methodist rebuttles appeared.\(^6\) Beginning on November 28, 1878, Daniel Steele published an eight-part series, "The Prophetic Conference," in Zion's Herald, a Boston based Methodist periodical in which he answered the claims of the papers presented in New York. His first article nailed the issue of Methodist participation. In scathing tones Steele showed why Methodists would not "sit down and waste time speculating upon the future."\(^7\) Professor Henry Lumnis replied to Steele, and appealed to Wesley. He wrote,
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Charles Munger, a Methodist minister from Maine, published an article in Zion's Herald which later was published as a pamphlet, and which, still later, Daniel Steele included as an appendix for the third edition of his book, A Substitute for Holiness. Entitled, "Was Wesley a Premillennialist?", Munger's article argued forcefully that "Tyerman was wrong" in presenting John Wesley as a premillennialist, and then presented two and one-half pages of argument to show the difference between modern premillennialism and Wesley. Munger ended the article with a brief synopsis of church history, in which he attempted to show that, while premillennialism has reared its head now and again, "Of the historians who lived in either of the first five centuries, not one has yet been found who even intimates that premillennialism was ever the faith of the primitive church.\(^9\)

In 1888 Methodist evangelist L. W. Munhall published The Lord's Return and Kindred Truth, a popular volume which went through at least eleven editions. Munhall, an early Methodist advocate of popular premillennialism, and one of the few Methodists who became active in the prophecy conference movement, argued strongly that John Wesley espoused the premillennial view. In fact, Munhall also added George Whitefield, Charles Wesley, John Fletcher and Thomas Coke to his list of Methodist premillennialists. Unlike West, however, Munhall based his argument for Wesley completely upon excerpts from Wesley's Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament. He referred to Charles Wesley as the "Millennial Poet," and based his claim for John Fletcher on Tyerman's Life of Fletcher.\(^10\)

In 1894 Nathaniel West published John Wesley and Premillennialism, a booklet which has gone through several editions, the latest under the title, John Wesley, Premillennialist. West argued at great length to prove
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his point, and used a number of sources, including Tyerman, Wesley's sermons, the *Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament* and some of Wesley's hymns. So thorough was West's treatment of this book that his position has become a classic upon the subject from a premillennial viewpoint, and many of the more modern writers have used him as a basic source.

In 1901 Methodist holiness evangelist L. L. Pickett published *The Blessed Hope of His Glorious Appearing*, and made the standard argument that Wesley was a premillennialist. Pickett published many books on the doctrine of holiness, edited a periodical, and travelled extensively in holiness evangelism. He is important in that he represents an early holiness leader that espoused the premillennial cause.

In 1911 Daniel Steele published his article, "Why I am not a premillennialist," in the *Methodist Review*. It was a searching theological attack on premillennialism. Although the article did not concern Wesley, Steele added a parenthetical note so that his readers would be assured that Wesley was no premillennialist.

In 1913 Reuben A. Torrey, later president of Moody Bible Institute, published a small volume entitled *The Return of the Lord Jesus*. He inserted a long list of famous premillennialists which included John and Charles Wesley, although he gave no reason for their inclusion.

In 1914 Free Methodist Jesse Silver published *The Lord's Return*, with the introduction by Free Methodist Bishop Wilson T. Hogue. Silver actually offered more proofs in support of his position than Nathaniel West did and concluded that Wesley did indeed espouse premillennialism. Silver stated that he agreed with West and disagreed with Charles Munger. Silver proceeded to examine the *Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament* and Wesley’s sermons in an attempt to refute Munger’s argument. He then appealed to Charles Wesley, the Moravians, Joseph Sutcliffe (Methodist biblical commentator), John Fletcher, Thomas Coke, Luke Tyerman, Robert Southey, William Nast (father of German Methodism), Professor E. F. Stroeter (German Methodist professor), George Smith (Methodist historian) and, of all things, Walter Churchey's remarks at the tomb of John Wesley.

In February, 1914, Moody Bible Institute in Chicago held a four day "Prophetic Bible Conference," and published a stenographic report entitled *The Coming Kingdom of Christ*. At the conference Methodist evangelist L. W. Munhall presented a paper, "The Second Coming of Our Lord in

Relation to Evangelism," and, quoting extensively from Nathaniel West, presented John and Charles Wesley as ardent premillennialists. Munhall claimed that Charles Wesley, "The millennial poet," (as West had called him) "... wrote over 7,000 hymns, and more than 5,000 were premillennial." In the back of the book is an appendix comprising an abridgment of an article in the December, 1913, issue of *The Christian Worker's Magazine*, which listed over four hundred fifty "witnesses" to the premillennial coming of Christ. There are three Free Methodists, two German Methodists and thirteen Methodists on the list; two of them are John and Charles Wesley.

In 1917 George P. Eckman, Methodist Episcopal pastor and former editor of the *New York Christian Advocate*, published *When Christ Comes Again*, in which he argued that Wesley has been "proudly but incorrectly claimed by premillennialists." Eckman based almost the totality of his argument on Wesley's sermon, "On Former Times," and concludes that "The world is growing better by the hour."

In that same year Methodist lay evangelist William E. Blackstone published the presentation edition of *Jesus is Coming*. The first edition had been issued in 1878, and quickly brought Blackstone to national prominence. Since his book had a profound effect on many people (including R. A. Torrey and J. Wilbur Chapman), Blackstone hoped to enlarge its influence even further. He commissioned Moody Bible Institute in Chicago to send free copies to "ministers, missionaries, and theological students, especially in his own dearly-loved Methodist Episcopal Church."

Blackstone hoped that all who read his book would "someday rejoice together with Luther, Melanchthon, Calvin, Knox, and the Wesleys, singing Charles' beautiful hymns as a welcome to our descending Lord." For William E. Blackstone there could be no doubt that Wesley held the premillennial position.

In May, 1918, premillennial leaders held a prophecy conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. J. Wilbur Chapman gave a brief noontime address on "The Lord's Return," and in the course of it mentioned that
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In May, 1918, premillennial leaders held a prophecy conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. J. Wilbur Chapman gave a brief noonday address on "The Lord's Return," and in the course of it mentioned that
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Wesley, like Spurgeon, Moody and Gordon, held the premillennial view. He listed no sources for his argument.

Two years later, in 1920, Harris Franklin Rall, eminent Methodist theologian, and professor of systematic theology at Garrett Biblical Institute in Evanston, Illinois, published his Modern Premillennialism and the Christian Hope. The book itself is a masterful treatment of the Christian's hope from a postmillennial view, and Rall included an appendix, “Was John Wesley a Premillennialist?” Rall quickly pointed out that the huge list published by the prophecy conference of 1914 included only eight Methodists, and not one Bishop, general officer, district superintendent or teacher from a Methodist college or seminary. (He, of course, excluded Free Methodist Bishop Wilson T. Hogue, German Methodist editor William Nast and German Methodist professor E. F. Stroeter.) The sermons of Wesley provided the strength of Rall’s argument, and he referred to “The Way to the Kingdom,” “The Great Assize,” “The Spread of the Gospel,” “The Signs of the Times” and “On Former Times.” Since the premillennial writers had appealed to Wesley's Explanatory Notes upon the New Testament, Rall commented briefly, referring to the dual millennium of Revelation 20 as “Wesley's curious theory.” Rall concluded in a positive manner—John Wesley was a postmillennialist.

In that same year Rall published a lengthy article in the Methodist Review. It is very similar to his book, and drew the same conclusions.

In 1923 Methodist evangelists L. L. Pickett and Andrew Johnson published Postmillennialism and the Higher Critics. They severely criticized anyone who disagreed with them, friend and foe alike, and insisted that John Wesley “was more premillennial than postmillennial in his view.” They brushed aside the arguments of Rall and fully accepted the statement of Tyerman that Wesley was premillennial.


upon the New Testament, Faulkner believed that these confirm the sermons, and show how very little Wesley had of the “Premillennial mind,” and, unlike West, Faulkner thought Wesley’s thoughts on Revelation 20 showed his postmillennial bias! Tyerman’s treatment of Wesley as a premillennialist received special criticism because Faulkner believed Tyerman read into Wesley’s words a meaning that Wesley never intended. Wesley thanked Thomas Hartley for his confirmation of the millennium, nothing more; Wesley was not agreeing with Hartley’s premillennial views. Regarding the Wesleyan corpus of hymns, Faulkner thought they could be sung by any Christian, regardless of the millennial bias. All can sing

| Lo! He comes with clouds descending, |
| Once for favored sinners slain! |
| Thousand, thousand saints attending, |
| Swell the Triumph of his train. |
| Hallelujah! |
| God appears on earth to reign. |

Faulkner thought this hymn came the closest to a premillennial expression, although it appeared in the 1905 Methodist Hymnal. He observed, “and you may be sure there were no premillennialists on the committee which compiled that book.” After considerable study of the primary Wesley sources, Faulkner concluded that Wesley’s emphases lay closest to the postmillennial view.

In 1944 C. F. Wimberly published an article in the Christian Witness entitled, “John Wesley—a Premillennialist.” In a time that tried to rediscover Wesley, Wimberly attempted to rediscover the premillennial element of Wesley's faith. He offered “seven proofs” that Wesley held the premillennial view. These proofs included a quote from Samuel Wesley, one on Charles' hymns, a brief examination of Wesley's associates and the early Methodist leaders, Wesley's 1749 letter to Dr. Middleton and review of Thomas Hartley's book, and sundry comments from various people who believed Wesley a premillennialist, including Luke Tyerman. It was suggested at the beginning of this article that the controversy over which eschatological position Wesley held has still not been conclusively settled. Over the last several years some items have appeared which tend to reopen this discussion.

In 1967 Dr. Jerry Mercer published an article in the Wesleyan Theological Journal in which he wrote, “it can hardly be doubted that
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Wesley’s adopted view is what would today be termed ‘postmillennialism.’

Dr. Frederick E. Maser wrote “The Unknown John Wesley” for The Drew Gateway in 1978, and argued “it is difficult to discover what view of eschatology Wesley supported.” Maser goes on to say, “by 1788 he [Wesley] seems tired of the whole subject and is content simply to save souls.”

In 1979 Clarence Bence published an article in the Wesleyan Theological Journal in which he at first appeared to argue that Wesley held the premillennial view. However, that is not his intention, and Bence quickly showed that Wesley can appropriately be claimed by advocates of either side.

Dr. W. Ralph Thompson wrote the section, “The Millennium,” for the two volume set, A Contemporary Wesleyan Theology, which appeared in 1983. He wrote, “while John Wesley did not emphasize postmillennialism, his writings reveal that he tended to think in keeping with that frame of reference.”

Donald W. Dayton, whose Theological Roots of Pentecostalism appeared in 1987 claimed “the basic thrust of Wesley’s thought was probably better captured by the less apocalyptic and more postmillennial schemes of thought.”

Did John Wesley espouse the postmillennial or premillennial view? As this survey illustrates, scholars have been almost equally divided on the issue over the years, and that is not likely to change.

The problem appears to be a double edged one. First, Wesley did not specifically say which eschatological interpretation he preferred, and scholars have gotten into trouble when they took the liberty to choose one for him. Secondly, as Donald Dayton suggests, “Wesley was so oriented to soteriology that his followers could combine a basically Wesleyan scheme of salvation with a variety of eschatologies without an obvious sense of betrayal.”

Interestingly enough studies have appeared in recent years which tend to see Wesley from different eschatological perspectives. For example,

---

Colin Williams published John Wesley’s Theology Today in 1960 and claimed that Wesley “stressed realized eschatology more than any other leading western theologian.” Cyril Downes argued that a better term for Wesley’s position would be “anticipated eschatology,” and Clarence Bence suggests that “we can and should develop a processive eschatology” to interpret modern Wesleyan theology.

What these scholars are saying is that Wesley’s message may be understood from more than one eschatological perspective. We need to understand him as an evangelist of salvation as well as an apocalyptic prophet. There is room in the Wesleyan biblical interpretation for both emphases.

So where did Wesley stand in relation to the end times? Was he postmillennial or premillennial? The answer lies with the interpreter.
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Colin Williams published *John Wesley's Theology Today* in 1960 and claimed that Wesley "stressed realized eschatology more than any other leading western theologian." Cyril Downes argued that a better term for Wesley's position would be "anticipated eschatology," and Clarence Bence suggests that "we can and should develop a processive eschatology" to interpret modern Wesleyan theology.

What these scholars are saying is that Wesley's message may be understood from more than one eschatological perspective. We need to understand him as an evangelist of salvation as well as an apocalyptic prophet. There is room in the Wesleyan biblical interpretation for both emphases.

So where did Wesley stand in relation to the end times? Was he postmillennial or premillennial? The answer lies with the interpreter.